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Bridgewater State College

IO

s.u. to host

November

n. 1971

N .E.C. Regional Conference

B.S.C. student elected
A.C.U.I. regional
chairman
t.1l('

Mary Horsley?, a member of
Bm~I'd of GOV('l'no}'s, was

l'h,ctt'd as a regional chainuall at
thl' (llternational conference of the

'\ssociatioll of College Vniolls Illlt'rtlational (ACl1D at Acadia
University, Nova Scotia, Canada.
rhe eonference dealt withthe
I'unctioning of student Unionsi}cttel' organiz tion and student
participation.
Mary, a junior history major
from East Bl'idgewaler, was sent
to the conference by the Boaad of
Governors of the Student Union.
Sue Soares, chairman of the Board,
Ernie Daghir, Charles Moynihan
and Assistant Director Mr. Robert
Sharples als'o attended te
conference.
The ACUI is a world wide
organization divided into 15
I'egions. Bridgewater is in Region
1. which encompasses the. £:'lew
[t':;ngland States,· the mantIme
provinces of Canada, and England
and
Scotland.
There
are
approximately 20 colleges and
universities in region 1, such as
URI, UMASS. UCONN, UNH, U of
New Bl'unswick, U of London and
Bridgewater State College.
Mary . ran against a delegate
from UCONN and a delegate from
U of Londaon. Each school has one
vote; the delegates from each
school must all agree. Inthe first
I'ound of balloting UCONN was
elimated, piting Bridgewater, only
a two year member of the
association against the University
of London. URI had abstained
because her delegates could not
agree. [n the second and final vote

the count W~lS 10-10 wilh URI the
lastschool to cast their vote. URI
voted for Bridgewater, breaking
the tie, 11-10 and making Mary
Horsley chairman of Region 1. (for
I hose who are interested in
Women's Lib, both delegates that

unions for the coming season.
What
good
are
these
conferences? Mary admitted that
the conferences themdelves are of
no value. This past conference was
disorganized; speakers didn't
..;how up. Mary added that the
iml)Ol'tance of these conferences is

Mary's job will entai1
eoordinaling activity in region 1 for
ACUI. It will mean tons of
correspondence to schools in the
region and to sub-regional
chairman: and there will be a good
dea I of traveling to other
conferences and visits to other
student unions. There is a Spring
conference in St. Louis and a
December conference in I1lonois.
Mary will also maintain her seat on
the Board of Governors and also on
the Program Board and she will
remain chairman of the lecture
committee.
'l'hc

ACUI

and

the

NEe

(National
Entertainment
Conference. which deals strictly
with programing> have scheduled
a joint conference for next Fall at
UNH. The hosting college must be
elected by the other colleges. A
school must be nominated and
seconded by two other schools.
Bridgewater was nominated and
t;an against UNH and UCONN. BSC
eame in second.
Bridgewater will be hosting
the NEC conference this Spring,
however. Other schools will come
to
Bridgealer
to
discuss
programing. There is a possibility
thot during the conference
Bridgewater will put on a show
case - bringing in entertainers who
will he able to be booked by the

l1l('etillg people and swaping ideas.
'I'h('1'(, al'C three countries
represented, three types of
gov(>rnm('ut and systems.
Mat'Y told the COMMENT that , ,_ _
she and the other delegates from
Bridgewater
developed
an
appreciation for what we have Mary Horsley
here; the facilities ,the
cooperation of ~dministration. ~n
~
example of a dIfferent system IS
U
found in Acadia univ.ersity in Nova
Scotia. Their student' UNION
FEE IS $60. Since they are
incorporated the students own the

s
e l0 l eges.
t te

:~~~~nL.':.':.~
,~':'~~~. ;::.,:
tndent. After mOl'gage and

11('1'

there
is
IlI)IU'oximatcly $600 left for
IH'ogl'allling. Bl'idgewater, with a
':15 fee
has $45,000.00 for

I,ther

expenses

see k new
d
.
.
e uca tlon~ l·~
0 I es.
...........
....
.• I

U. ,

.

lH'ogl'all1 ing.

State colleges traditionally have employment fields, and that the
trained more than half of the general patterns of supply of
nation's elementary
and trained students and the demand
secondary school teachers.
But for their service might be reversed
teaching jobs are drying up, in some geographic regions.
forcing state colleges to consider New Opportunities
Within the
new educational roles.
field of educa tion, the projected
Statistics from the Department number of positions available for
of Labor project of 2.4 million job kindergarten and elementary
openings for teachers between school teachers is expected to nsp
1970 and 1980- and 4.2 million newly only 3.3 % between 1968 and 1980.
trained persons to fill them, if and the number of jobs fo~
teachers continue to be produced secondary school teachers
is
at the present rate.
expected to grow by 13.6 percent.
Curriculum planners from
However, jobs for rehabilitation
about 125 state colleges met here counselors are expected to
recently to plan
academic increase by 72.6 percent during the
programs that will better prepare same period and jobs for school
their students for the future job counselors are projected to rise
market.
41.8 % Jobs also are expected to be
The planners were told that relatively plentiful for community
nearly half of the bachelor's college and early childhood
degrees awarded by the state teachers.
periods cannot be construed as any students," according to a colleges in 1968-69 were in the three
College representatives at the
different than those of any other COMMENT source.
broad fields in which there are meeting exchanged information on
,student applicants giving the
It is felt by many town residents expected to be too few jobs for programs for new careers already
address of parents residing in that if voting rights are extended to gradua te students during the developed a t some of the
Bridgewater. No questions not B.S.C. residence hall stUdents the current decade: humanities, fine institutions and began to formulate
regularly asked of all voter town government will be thrown arts. and education.
models for academic programs in
"The each of seven areas in which new
registration applicants shall be into chaos by a majority of people Fields are Compared
asked of B.S.C. residence hall who have no valid interest in the fields of greatest importance in career opportunities are expected
students on grounds that such town's affairs. A spokesman for state colleges and universities are to develop.
would be a viola tion of their civil the college commented that he felt generally the areas with the lowest
Those areas are education
rights as outlined by the Attorney few resident students' would growth potential in the decade of environment, governmental
General of the Commonwealth." register for the town elections in the 1970's," said Frank Farner, ~ublic services, health, justice,
This action by the Republican February because their interests director of the American hbrary, and information services
Town Committee was taken in light lie in their own horne communities Association of State Colleges and and welfare and community I
of the federal court order that where many returned for the Universities, which sponsored the services.
cel'lain aggrieved dormitory recent municiple elections held conference.
State colleges should exercise
students in Cambridge were to be throughout the state to cast their
On the other hand, Mr. Farner care in developing new curricula
registered as voters from their votes for the first time under the said, more jobs than graduates are in those areas
the state
dormitory addresses.
expected in three other fields; city representatives at the meeting
new 26th amendment.
The newest GOP member, Mrs.
A problem could arise in the falp planning, engineering, and health. were lold. "If every institution
Kairit supports the Republican of 1972 if resident students wishing Only 4.3% of the
bachelor's cooks up a program for training
Town
Committee's
motion to cast their presidential ballot in degrees conferred by the state policemen, we could have the same
according to a source close to th~ Bridgewater are refused.
colleges in 1968-69 went to oversupply situation
that now
committee. 1\11'S. Kairit is
The COMMENT
recently graduates in that field.
exists for teachers," warned
outnumbered on the Board of visited the Town Clerk's office and
However, Mr. Farner warned Melvin T. Axilbund, assistant staff
Hegistrars by the two Democrat found that, to date no residence that an overall employment director of the American Bar
members, "with the most recent hall students have requested to
Association's commission or
one of them having been appointed register to vote in the Town of
correctional facilities and
projections might not apply to services
for the purpose of preventing voter Bridgewater.
some parts of the broad
.
registration by residence hall
cant. on page 3
In other schools stUdents have
much less to say about the
:>peration of the Union then we do
It BSC. Mal'y explained that this
Nas do more to the persona Ii ty of
the administrators rather than the
~ystem. She said that not all
!H'esidents were as cooperative as
Dr. Rondileau and not all Directors
look the interest in their Unions as
Mary now has office residence
in the Board of Governors office in
the student office area, second
floor of the Union.

Town to decide on
student voters
BHIDGEWATER - The Town of
Bridgewater still has not made a
decision as to whet.her or not
residence hall students will be
a \lowed to register to vote in the
Town of Bridgewater. The delay to
<late has been caused by an unfilled
vacancy on the Town's Board of
Hegistrm's. A spokesman for the
Town's GOP Committee told The
COMMENT that the Board of
Hegislrars is now opemting at full
strength with the appointment of
H('publican Committeewoman
Mrs. r~leanol' Kairit.
The Board of Registrars met
Wednesday night in their first
organizational meeting. The Board
will meet again this Wednesday to
decide on the I'csidence hall voting
question.

III related action the
Hepublican Town Committee ,on a
motion by MI'. Chal'les Simmons
voted to "support the voter
registration of B.S.C. residence
hull students who meetonly the
wmal slate and town residency
requirements, and that the" facts of
residence hall and college vacation

and

!

page 2

The

U. OF VERMONT
TO APPEAL
Vermont plans to appeal a county
court' decision that its mandatorv
student activity fee as presentI}'
handled is unconstitutional.
. 'The university feels that
supervision of the fee under the
authoritv and control of the board
of trus'tees
has been both
constitutional and proper," said
President Edward C. Andrews. Jr.

Judge Harold C. Sylvester, in
his ruling, had called mandatory
assessment of the $21.50 annual fee
!La violation of the due process
clauses" of boL" the Vermont and
the U.S. Constitutions, so long as
the
"present
method of
supervision,
control
and
responsibility for the expenditure

and disbursement" of the fee
continues.
He ordered that the truste-es
assume direct responsibility over
(he fee.
At
present, the student
association controls the funds
collected, subject to audit by the
universitv.
In his' finding of fact, Judge
Sylvester was particularly critical
of radical speakers who have
appeared on the campus in the
past.
In announcing the university's
intention to appeal to the Vermont
Supreme
Court,
President
Andrews defended the present
method of handling the fees and the

CO~lIIAENT

News Briefs

umversItys
polIcies regarding
Proficiencv exams
speakers on the campus.
He
pointed out that speakers of all \viIl be given in Boston next month
shades of political opinion
ad to help Veterans qualify for jobs in
dinical labs. The exams \vill test
appeared thr(> .
"To be true'1:o its mission" he the skill of Veterans who have
said, "the university
has an worked in the armed service labs,
obligation to create an atmosphere against the requirements of
of openness, lively debate, critical civilian clinical labs. The exams
discussion,
freedom
from on Nov, 20th will be given without
intimidation and mutual respect charge in Boston.
and tolerance." He added:
"Attempts at censorship-·for *****
example, to prevent the discussion
of controversial issues, the
TL'ed by Governor Sargent, the
appearance of
controverdail New England Governors have
speakers; or the presentation of demanded that the U.S. Interior,
unpopular positions--we feel must Dept. hold in depth hearings before
be rigorously resisted."
finally deciding to allow Georges
Bank oil leases for off shore
drilling.
The Interior Dept.
promised to schedule public
hearings. probably for next year. *

New England wnservatory of Music
Weds., Nov. 10 8:30 p. m.

Jordan Hall

NEe

REPERTORY
ORCHESTRA, Richard Pittman,
conductor. Brahms, TRAGIC
OVERTURE. Schu bert, THIRD
SYMPHONY.
Becker,
SYMPHONIA B REVIS. Debussy,
LA MER.

November 11.

Jordan Hall

NEC CHAMBER MUSIC. NEe
students. Works to be announced

FrL, Nov. 12 8:30 p. m,

Jordan Hall

NEC SCHOLARSHIP BRASS
QUINTET. Scheidt, CANZONA
BERGAMASCA.
Louel, TRIO
FOR BRASS INSTRUMENTS.
Bach, CONTRAPUNCTUS I
FROM THE ART OF THE
FUGUE. Brade, TWO PIECES.
Etler, QUINTET FOR BRASS
, INSTRU MENTS.

;'Fri.. Nov. 12 8:30 p. m.

Brown Hall

OPERA WORKSHOP. NEC Opera
'Dept., Ian Str.a sfogel. Debussy,
Barber, VANESSA, Act I. Mozart,
DON GIOVANNI, Sc. I. Mozart,
ABDUCTION
FROM
THE
:, SERAGLIQ, Act II Quartet. Biset,
CARMEN, Card Scene.

g, 6 K L AVIERSTUCKE,
"OP. 19. Beethoven, SONATA Op,
, 57. Bernstein, TOCCATA FRANC
AISE. Leschetizky, THE ,TWO
LARKS. ' Chopin B ALLADE IN F
, MINOR.
'. Mon .. Nov. 15 8:30

D.

m.

Jordan Hall

AUGUST WENXINGER,viola de
gamba, w/ Baroque Ensemble,
Academy of Music
Basle
Switzerland. Forqueray: SUITE A
DEUX VIOLESEGALES. Bach
,~ONATA IND MAJOR. Loeb:
,:FANTASIA·E DUE SCHERZI.
'Marais, SUITE IN G MAJOR.
1"

Jordan Hall

-

JJEAN WILDER, tenor, of the
faculty. Works to be announced.

November ll, 1971

****

Acouple of weeks ago, the
U.S. Senate voted 41-27 to kill the
current foreign aid program. Last
week the Nixon administra tion
continued its own efforts to save
the program, Secretary of State,
Rogers,
said
that
the
administration is trying for . a
continuing resolution which will
continue foreign aid for a month or

two at its current level. If this
resolution is 110t passed, the
authorization for foreign aid will
die Nov. 15.

*****

Last week the Senate set a goal
at acheiving pollution-free waters
for the nation by 1985.
The
program passed will cost $16
billion to begin with.

*****
Cleveland's Mayor Carl Stokes
blasted other black politiCians for
supp,.orting Senator Harold Hughes
against Mrs. Patricia Harris, a
black lawyer. Among those Stokes
criticized was the
Georgian
politician Julian Bond. *****
House Speaker Carl Albert
plans to testify in favor of a
constitutional amendment which
will lower the age limit for
representation from 25 to 22, and
from 30 to 27 for Senators. *****
Hubert
Humphrey
has
announced his intention for
running for the Democratic
Presedential nomination. He has
indicated that he wouls like
Senator Edward Kennedy as a
running mate.

Be
Aware I
On Monday, November 1, 1971,
the, Association
of Ch!ldhood
Education held its third meeting of
th>e year.
A short business

Draft Counciling:
aft councilors will start Thursday
the lith. They wilfbeheld in the
Green room·at'7:00p.m. and will
cost $5.00'" "

Wood, a Burnell School teacher
and artist.
~ ~Mrs. Wood explained and
demonstrated the tech niquesof,
silk screening, textile painting,
paper ,$ culpture, wall hanging
design; and yarn weaving. She
gave mc:tny interesting ideas ,on
',ho\\L.to use these techniques for
making Christmas presents and
dec9rations (for any·hollday). Her
lecture was extremely informative
and" everyone present
re ally
Qlliimd it

in the campus
room ... NOW! !,!
Anyone,who is in the lottery that
ends January, 1, 1972, and has a
number above 125 can drop their
2s defermant any time before
midnight Dec. 31. If your number
is just barely above 125 you might
best wait until mid"Dece~ber.

The 1972Yearbook will present
prizes 0($10 each ,ftor pictures.
Submit as many pictures as you
like. Black and white, color, any
size, pictures of B. S. C. Some may
be printed in the yearbook.
Pictures will not be returned
unless requested. No writing on the
back of the pictures, please. Put
name and address on 'envelope
only. Leave pictures in Yearbook
Mailbox in Director's Office.
Judges will be professional
photographers. The deadline is
December 1.

English Department committee to,
study the job situation outside the
teaching field for English majors-has received four applications for
the, summer internship program
run by the· Newspaper Fund.
PIANO CONCERTO NO. 2 IN" B
Candidates must be juniors and
FLAT, Op. 83, with Jacob Maxin,
must be at present working on a
of ~~e faculty.
'college publication. Those who
have worked for newspapers are
NEC WIND ENSEMBLE. Works
Jordan Hall
Thurs., Nov. 18 8:30 p. m.
,not eligible,
unless
their
to be announcerl,
employment was under another
internship program.
.
Recital Hall
Fri.. Nov; 19 8:30 p. m.
piano
WILLIAM
MCKIM,
Applications
must
be
submitted
Extension Division faculty. WorR~'
prior to December 1, 1971. Those
by Bach. Schubert, Persichetti
interested should apply to P at De
ATTENTION SENIORS! ! !
Brahms, Dehns.c::.v
'
Vito" Undergraduate Secretary of
There will, be a meeting of, all
'cOLLEGIUM MUSICUM., Daniel
Brown Hall
EMPLOY, or to Joyce ChimbuIi in seniors interested in working on
Tues., Nov. 23 8:30 p. m.
Pinkham, ,conduc
ting.
the English Department .
the yearhook on Tuesday,
Performance of Early Music.
November 16, 1971, at 6:00 p. m. in
Works to be announced.
the yearbook office in the Student
,Tues~, Nov. 30 8:30p. m,
,voice,
MARLA
KUCHUK
Brown Hall
'Lecture on French Culture by Mr. Union. '
Ba,chelor. of Music.
'
Ollier. TuesdaY,November 16th- at
10:OOA.M,in
the
S.U.
Demonstration Room on the 3rd
floor . All teachers and students are Menorah Club Meeting: November
invited .• The, Jecture ,will ',be 'in 9t1'\, Tuesday, at 10:00 A.M. Student
Englisli. Presented by the Circle Omcers To promote the advance of
'l~his is your oig chance to buy Orchard 'Beach, books, posters,
grass walked on by Joe CoCKer Francais;
'"
'
Jewish Culture.
second-hand items for your room jewelry, Old Army Equipment
during Woodstock, old blankets,
decor; The PEACE CORPS SCHO {hand grenades and bazookas -old tools, old parts of cars, Old
Orchard Beach, etc,etc,etc.;.
OL PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM is preferably in good wo~l£inp
holdingart auction December 1st condi tion.) ,
P AINTIN G~ ,_ .~-,
Donations can be placed in the
designated carton in the English
at 10:00 a. m.in the S. U. Ball TABLES, RECORD ALBUMS,
Department,(Old Library). Thank
'rooIll. But right now we are in need ,POT (FLOWER!), ticket stubs
You.
of donations.
from
Old Orchard
Beach
134 Brood St., Btidgewater
OUR MOTTO: We'll take anything (FUNLAND USA), toys, sports
for gratus, and it it's free we'll equipment, games: Go to the Head Found: one girl's small traditiona.l
697.:- 9521
take two!
'
of the Class, Chutes and Ladders,
BEST
IN Tf)WN'
or any other games geared toward class ring. Size 61i2 White gold,
onyx. Gontact Jane in room 223
AcCEPTABLE DONATIONS the intellect., Musical insturments
Pope Halt
OPEN 7 iPA YS' ',' '., ,,'
(spoons, ka'zoos,' etc,), fabric,
U
,s,~ryjn~ }~i~a'~jghtl Y ,
'"
'
INCL DE:
knick knacks" Used post cards
• 'from Old Orchard Beach and any:
....:;_.:.. ... . .
,.; .;...
.......
lamps,ch~irs,inirrors, . s~l1yel1"ir;s""Q.th~r"Qon:.~Y.YllQ.onc,""sH~~" .. ~iJ~hf:,rl
df'" your , vacation' trIP to Old sinks, old relatives, a blade of
Weds., Nov. 17 8:30 p. m.

, Jordan Hall

NEC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA,
Gunther Schuller, co nd cting.
Hayden. SYMPHONY NO. 101' IN
D (. 'THE CLOCK"). Martino,
ORCHESTRA MOSAIC. Brahms,

,ATTENTION:

Dorm Stlldents, wmmuters"
and Other Intellectual G~oups I!! '

Sub

PRICES

ii;';::p[urnj~r t~:~o:.:i~!i; ' ' ' ' '=' ':' ' ' _;<_~;:;':';' ;';£:li.,.:l~,;.; :; ,~.:~ ,.r; ,; ,~;~. :;,~ ,:f-oi .~ _~_;_·~ .m_· :.;.;'~_f;.;.:;J':. .,~~ """",~,

i
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BOO-KSTORE
FIGURES RELEASED
Bridgewater President Adrian
Rondileau recently released to the
Comment a statement of Income
and \ Expenses for the Student
Bookstore Inc. for the Fiscal Year
1970-71 which ended June 30, 1971.
According to the statement, the
Bookstore grossed nearly a half
million dollars with a gross profit
of $16, 241. 62. Total operating
expenses ammounted to $81,151.40.
The net income for the year
ammounting to $37,682.29 A total of
$1,589.60 was spent on student
related projects. The remaining
$36,083.69 was used entirely for
renovations and instillation of
equipment needed in relocating
the Bookstore from Boyden to the
S.U. This was necessary since the
state refused to equip an area that
would be used by a private interest
group such as the Student
Bookstore Inc.
The Student Union Building was
built with capital outlay funds
appropriated by the Legislature;
therefore, it is state owned.

The Bookstore profits for the
Fiscal Year 1971-72 will be divided
among the S.G.A. and the Student
Union Board of Governors, the
Athletic Fee Committee, and the
College Contingency Fund. This
new dispersal system, to. be
inaugurated this year, is designed
to keep the three major student
fees from rising, according to
President Rondileau.
It was also announced last week
by Preside~t Rondileau that a new
Bookstore manager has been hired
to replace Mr. John Zwicker who
elected not to return to
Bridgewater this summer.
M:.
Richard Lavalle will assume hIS
new position on a part time basis
within the next few days and
hopefully will assume full time
duties within the next month. Mr.
Thomas Walsh, Assistant S.U.
Director has been responsible for
the Bookstore since Mr. Zwicker
submitted his resignati(}n in
"September.
Amount

'I
~I

November 11, 1971
Thursday
Verse Choir Rehearsal
WRA meeting
Draft Councillor
November 12, 1971
Friday
College Publications Committee
Jr. Class Mixer .

~

$457,973.05

100.00

Cost of Sales

341,731.43

74.61

Gross Profit on Sales

116,241.62

25.39

56,236.83
1,085.41

12.77
.23
.13

Shore Archeological SOciety
November 15, 1971
Monday
Verse Choir Rehearsal
A.C.E. Meeting
Roger Williams
Fellowship
Lecture
'0' Population Growth Lecture

Operating Expenses:

Rent

Computer Service

li~~~~~;~1t'*~;1~~~i~y~~~~I!it\f~}(~!r:'l{q~li~~:1i~ir'?;i::',;
Maintenance a~d Repair

600.00

4,833.21
3,030.56
694.29
186.09
1,000.00

.21

1,900.25

.'11

1,242.45·
'489.97.

Meeting
Act ion

.66

2,806.37
5,358.09

811151.'iO

, Operating' Profit
Other Income:

,

·35 09(}. 22
j

1,206.81

.26

385.26

.08

Total Other Income

1,592.07

.34

37,682.29

7.58

1,589.60

.34

36,083.69*

7.24

Student Projects
Transfer to Net Worth

cont. from page 1.
Anumber of speakers urged
state colleges to look beyond
programs solely for educational
undergraduates of college age.
Herbert' E. Stririer,. dean of. the
college
continuing studies at
American UniversitY, called fora
re~entry system that would allow
persons of any age to return to
college to gain further skills in
their chosen areas of work, or to
learn new skills for new careers.
Two Obstacles
To make such a
program feasible, the government
would have to provide an income
subsidy, -Mr. Striner said. "You
have. to provide m.eans for food and
shelter if you tell a person'Why
don't you go back to vollege aIfd
gear up for technological chang~.'

of

"
College curriculum planners
mentioned two major obstacles
face in
they feel they will
implementing any new program
for any age group: finding faculty
members trained to teach new
subject matter,- and convincing
present faculty that the programs
have sufficient academic content
to warrant being included in the
curriculum.

l\.ud\\.or\um

Green Room

November 17. 1971
Wednesday
Teacher

.IC:onsortilum

Cbdir

R~hearsilJ

ma Club Rehearsal
·TheJ·~oxf

Educa tio",
10=00 GreenRoom
3:00 SU 2

1:00 Dem Room
7:30 " Auditorium

7.24.

Interest Income
Misc. Income

Net Income

10 Dem Room
to Conf. 2
10 Green Room

4:0{)

•27., '

18.15

7:30 Dem. Room

\0

':.\J'A*"",d

. Total Expenses

8:00 SU 2
7: 00 206,207
7:30 SU 1

10 SU 2
Hl Seminar Room

.24
.12 .
.10

7:00 pm Green Room

November 16, 1971
Tuesday

1.05

.14
.04
.61
1.17

\J~~~~:

8:30 am Conf. 4
8: OOpm Ball Room

November 13, 1971
Saturday

Sales

Salaries
Postage
Accounting Expense
Administration ·Expense
Insurance
Telephone
Selling Expense
Tax Expense
Depreciation

SU 2

:3

6: 30 206,207
7: 00 Green Room

FREE DELIVERY
AS USUAL

Cafe Au
Central Pharmacy
No Minimum 'Charge !!

Featuring Pizzas and
Hot Oven Grinders
8 p.m.

II p.m. MON. '. THURS.

Peace. Corps
Partnership Program
IS HOLDING AN

AUCTION
DEC. I at 10:00 a.m.
in S. U.BALLROOM
Pre-Auction Donat'ions Gratefully
Accepted In The Eng. De,pt.

•

,

~7
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Editorial
On ~Ionday, November 22, elections will he held to fill three of the
four new positions on the S.G.A. Council created by an amendment to
the Constitution increasing class representation from three to fonr
delegates.
We applaud the initial attempt at making
S.G.A. more
representiUve however. we urge that the Council continue the task it
has begun. Expansion of the Council. alone, although a big step in the
• right direction. will not make it more representitive. Representitives
must be made accountable to their constituents by instituting such
democratic reforms as initiative. referendum, recall and
impeachment.
We urge and hope that the student council will adopt these measures
and present them to the student electorate in a referendum.
An elected student government can nenver be caJIed truly
representitive unless there are means by which the students can
initiate legislation and means to make the representitives accountable
uot only at the polls but during their term in office.

J:.ctic-rs
(Ofh~

[ci,ro""

t0

Faculty Member
A p pea r Henry Santos, of the State
Colle'ge music faculty will
perform two composers' work
on the television show "Say
Brother", on Chann p.I Two WGBH
on November 18 at 10:00 p. m. and
November 21 at 6:00 p. m. The

W G BH '

the Student umon's tloarus po"".;:!
of nominating its own members to
be appointed by the the president.
Shouldn't they be elected by the
STUDENT BODY? After all they
do control over $100,000 of student
funds. G"Give a damn" Peter E.
Pickett, David Kilpatrick, Jeff
Lynch, and Ray McNulty.

ZPG:
AN ANSWER
Zero Population Growth (ZPG)
has recently opened' R new chapter
. ZPG has two major
',' First, is

in an uproatabout ~ ••.. _~._. ~,~,
reassuring to note that our
"progressive" Student Union
Board of Governors
has
appropriated $2'500 plus the cost
for lighting for an' elaborate
Marquis to be constructed in front
of "our" Student Union Building.
It is comforting to note that the
same, Student Union Board that is
able to spend $2'500 plus for a
BILLBOARD! cannot provide free
movies or any other type of social
entertainment for its studemt body ...
As if this isn't strange enough
for you, you may want to question

piano ...... orks are "Danza" by Juan
Morel Campos and "Souvenir de
Porto Rico" by Louis Moreay
Gottschalk.
During
the
performance Mr. Santos will
explain the origin s and influences
that helDed to create this music.

Primarily the educational
points ZPG are trying to make are
I} "nopulatiori growth IS neither
nec~ssary
,in maintaining
I economic prosperity'" 2)
Technological advances will not
save us without
population
stabiliza tion, and 3) It is important
that people must take ·the
responsibili ty fDr birth contr'lL
Politically this organization'
encourages the changing of
"Victorian prudery embodied in
iaw w ilicil restricts, dissemina tion
of information about birth co ntrol

WELFARE
Is It ReallyW~rking?

STEPHEN MINTER
Massachusetts Commissioner
of Social Welfare'

TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 16, 1971
10 a.m.
S.D. BALLROOM
..-

S}-lONSORED BY THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES CLUB'

PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED

.~

•

and voluntary sterilization" and which in one way or another in'
complete legalization of abortion volves almost every field 6f study
throughout the US with costs known to man. One may tbinkof
subsidized where necessary;
:biology, economics; '. ,sta ~i&tic~i
Recently in helping to plan one 'political sciences, the- lIst IS
major functions of the, endless. Thus the problem can't

,
Berkowitz. It was his feeling that author of the
POP ULATION
the crux of the population problem BOMB. "Over populaL un is nQW
was the 'down grading of the til(' dominant problem in all our
quality of life. With the onslaught pt'l'sonal,
national
and
in
of the population explosion the tt'rnational planning."
The
quality
of life has slightly lH'oblel11 is now in the hand of the
decreased, and ~'5 years go by and pt'ople. A handful of people that
as the population further explodes arE' aware of the problem can't
life's quality will further diminisn. control the soal"ing population. It
By quality of life, Mr, Berkowitz is the duty of each anii everyone of
means the phy~ical as well as the us to become informed.
mental quality.
.
There will be an information
It is estimated by the, optimistic table set ,by the Brockton Chapter
experts that the world has 30 years of ZPGinconjunction with the E
before its natural reso~rces will be nvironmental Action Organization
exhausted., This all falls into the for the purpose
of informing
popUlation problem area. The people of the problems at hand. T
more people, the more food he table will be set on the main
needed, the more bottles, cans, oil, floor of the.
Student Union
gas and all other resources used. November 11, 12, 13, and 15.
And in the forseeable future man
Also the two organizations will
will only have a small area in present a lecture by Dr. Donnella
which to live. If this is the case, Meadows dealing with THE WO
where will food be grown. Thus RLD AND WHAT YOU CAN DO
,lhephysical quality of man does di ABOUT IT. The lecture will take
minish.
place in the Student UnionDern
Mr. Berkowitz went on to say Room, Monday evening November
that the populati on problem is one 15 at R\OO n~m. '
-

Come To The

NEWMAN CLUB
OPEN HOUSE
At The
CATHOLIC CENTER

Thursda'y, November 11
at 7:30 p.m.
,Tp Mark The Closing, of Nominations

.. A Coffee Hour
Meet The Candidates ..
Meet Fellow Members

ALL ARE INVITED
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bottled magic

Jefferson Airplane

"Aladdin and His
Wonderful Lamp"
Your favorite Shirley Temple
Once again, fantasy fans, it's Storybook Hour will seem like the
time to depart from the oppressing six o'clock news in comparison to
realities of br.oken coke machines actually being there---Wednesday,
and stale cake sales that Thursday, Friday, or Saturday at
overwhelm us in our everyday 1:30p.rn.--to participate with the
lives as student bodies. ,Yes, once rest of the kids in the process of
again, Bridgewater's Children's make beleive. The price is still an
Theatre nobly arises in our hour of unbeleivable 50¢ (35¢, if you have
crises to bring us away from
fake Ld.'s to prove you're under
Lollipops will be
where it's all at and bring us to twel ve).
where nothing ever was. For when prevented from the auditorium.
storyland materializes on
the
So, if the burden of being mature
Student Union stage
this and consistently profound is
November 17, 18, and 19, and 20th, beginning to weigh heavily on your
we are elevated gratefully to the
complex back; go see Aladdin. It's
status of children.
totally
unreal.
Cast:
"Aladdin and His Wonderful Aladdin ......................... Rick
Lamp" is the fourth Children's Colburn
Theatre production, under the
Magician ....................... Michael
direction of Dr. Richard Warye, to Poisson
Slave
of
the
be presented at B.S.C. If you have Lamp ........... Alfred Allen
been lucky you have seen them a11- Sultan ........................... Bruce
-"Rapunzel", "Androcles and the Knox
Lion", and last Springs magical Wazir ........................... Steve
musical, "Horse of- a Different Bullard
Slave
of
the
Color". If you have been very Ring ............. Debbie DiCicco
lucky, you have managed to sit Marjaneh ...................... Holly
down front with the
younger Carr
children, cheering, laughing, and Mousim .......................... Linda
(reportedly) hissing.
Rotenberg
Aladdin and His Wonderful Fatima ......................... Chris
Lamp, is, of course, the account of Halliday
a lad named Aladdin anf of a lamp Princess .......................Sharon
aptly described as Wonderful. To Raposa
say more would serve only to insult Mother .......................... Susan
the intelligence of the reader who Hare
Slaveconsiders himself/herself a well Narrator ............... Rosemary
read individual.
A reminder Lally
however: of the fantistic cave Slaves ........................... Susan
Miramant.
Horsley, Andrew
scene and the grinning. poofing
genie.
Callahan,

Well, you pay your dues, and if
you're lickyyou get what you want.
All the time the Jefferson Air
plane hung in there, fighting with
RCA, has paid off. When their
contract expired, they announced
that they were gonna form their
own label, which
would be
distributed by a major record
company (whoever gave them the
highest bid for it), but· the major
record company would have
absolutely noth
ing to say about the content of the
record or its c over design or
anything else. For those of you w
ith some show-biz background,
that may sound like suicide, but the
Rap Brown Syndrome struck again
(malign 'em enough and you'll get
what you want) and RCA paid the
Jefferson Airplane ten M
MILLION FOR THEIR LABEL.
They called it Grunt, in a typical
Airplane fash ion, and called the
first record they released on it
Bark (GR:U~T FTR 1001). They
packaged It m a brown paper bag
with an imitation ~f the A&P
trademark (except It says JA,
natch~ and once .you get that o~en
there s. a lync~ sheet w~th
suggestion s for thm~s to do WIth
the bag on the other sIde,a nd once
y~u get ~ast that, th~re's ~ record
wlth a pIcture of a fISh WIth somp

mean incisors on it. Open that up, either. With that.much money be
and there's a brown paper wrapper hind them, with. good acts,
which there is a black vinyl disc. intelligently produced
,Grunt
And that is what you but the whole might show the record business
mess for. No matter how igen ious that an al ternative is pOSSible,
the package is, if it ain't in the after all, and that discove ry might
grooves, it ai n't worht messing pave the way for who knows what!
around with.
If they don't blow it, of course...
Fortunately, it's pretty good. I
You'll find my name appended
miss Marty's soaring counter- to the short I iner notes on the latest
tenor, and I miss Spencer Dryden's album by one of my v~ry favorite
powerhouse drumming,
but groups,theSavageRose,butitwas
Grace's song writing and Papa put t here without my permission.
John Greach's electric (in all That doesn't stop, me, though,
senses) fiddle are right up there from urging you to go out there and
where they should be, and Paul pick up a copy of "Refugee".
Kantner's peculiar vrand of (GREGAR GG 104). Some people
electric fascism is preety much get put off because the Savage
kept in check. Of course, it's not Rose is a Danish band, but by some
the same Airplane as before, and I weird kind of musi cological
don't even think it's as good as the osmosis, they've managed to
old one, but somehow they still absorb some of the best features of
manage to make Airplan e music. American pop music. Add to that
You'll probable be seeing a lot of their lead singer, Anisette, who
the Grunt lab el, too. They've sounds lik e nothing on this earth.
signed all kinds os' bizarro acts a and a superlative produc tion job
lready (I mean, what is all that by the Stone's producer, Jimmy
fromt money forn , including a Miller an d you've got one of the
mim e troupe band called 1 (One); year's'best albums. "R efugee",
the Ace of Cups, who used to be and the title cut, is a showpiece for the
all-girl band but now have eight whol e group, and if you can listen
mem bers, including some men; to it and not be rno ved, you're
and a bunch of others. They held a made of stone. They:ll be touring
socko press party recently to the country for the first time soon
celebrate and so~e of these bands and I'd urge your to go see them.'
played. Theysdid n't sound bad, They're really something else.

Record· News

It'ind a ~reasy,funky, white H&B the name of the J.. (jells.Hana, i:l~lU Blunder's album is rean-y quite
band wlth all the raunch and the-y are fanfuckmglastl~. Their intric.ate and listenable, and i.t.."
violence of the Stones'? Wen the-y new album, 'The Mormng After
_
didn't look, but I think the band's l Atlantic SD 8397) shows for a fact I'eatures, among l~e s~ngers, th~.. ~ ..
been found in--of an places (or that the incre.dible energy rush of legendary and qUite nghtly JulIe
not).~-Boston. They go by their first . album {J,Geils Band Driscoll, who appears
as the
~!~'$;i\l~i~;;;l;;(i~'\i,/,;j.:}
. ,
'.
' , : I SD8275) was no fluke:
This time barmaid on the front cover. The
~..;,.;o.............._ ......._ _ _~._ out, they don't depend quite so
".
the
t Ii
is laid on with a trowel, but
y()~;don'tmind.

,,>

'.

. ......•.. "E £

"f 1\ ~'{O\\£ O~L

avaUable. in this country.
legendary Move -heaviness is
everywhere. and. they . are so
patientlyridiculolls that you (::an'~t
Just listen. to their fantastic help but. love. them. Check out
rendition of Don Covay's uThe :!specially "It Wasn't My Idea To
Usual Place" or "Whammer Dance". and "Ben Crawley Steel.
::::ompa il'Y ."
Jammer", or "Floyd's Hotel".
Fantastic! Get it! ,
[f you've been pinning away since·
:he Bonzo Dog Band passed on,
**********
CatStevensdidaverysmartthing ~heck out B.B.Blunder and
when he' recorded his last album, Message From the Country and
Tea for the Tillerman. He waited a . ::hack yer face with a smile!.
week or so and then he recorded
his second one, just so that what

e

1{

C~'t·O~
.
'61\0 .
.
for
Clothing Purchase of
14 99 or Over

had happened on the first album
wasn't going to- make him want to'
release a carbon copy in c~seitdid'
well . .Tea for the Tillerman did do
well, spawning a single hit, and a
gold record for Cat. . So I for one,
expected a masten)iece locorne
along the lines of the last one when
I put Teaser and the Firecat (A&M
4313) on the turntable. By the time
it was over,
beleiveit.
completely
lyrically

l' could scarcely
It was just awful,

undistinguished,
and
musically

insipid .. :What went wrong? Who
knows? It just did, and too bad,
too. Maybe next time.
***************~****

East'Shopping Plaza
Brockton
588 ~-.:9145·

.-£i:::t~}J··· ~.'.;~

ST~!.Jt9URs
Mon. -Wed. 10 - 9
Thurs. - Fri. 10 -

Sat.

9:30- 9

9

.':.,,:

. . their'

133 Charles St.
Boston
742· 6939'
STORE HOURS
Mon. - Wed. 10 - 9
Thurs. - Fri. 10 -.9

. Sat. 10 - 9

Here's an old' record by a b;nd'l
never heard of, and it's called
I \yorker's
Playtime,
by
B.B.BlunderCPolydore 24- 4080)

I

I' '~he whole album c<?~er is designed

hke a popular Bnbsh magazine
and it's all done so utterly
unselfconsciously.
that it's
delightfuL What's the music like?
Weird. It seems to be the keynote
to the British bands.
Odd
haunted, distorted music.'
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WHO OWNS

POLITICAL FILMS
COME

NEW YORK

OF AGE
If film festivals have anything te
ell us about current trends in film
naking (an arguable point) then
he political film's the' coming
Halfway through the
ching.
"fashionable" San Francisco Film
Festival, there've already been
four films that dealt wi"th the
question of political change, and
there,are more to come. The thing
that interests me is how greatly
these four films vary. Obviously
the road to revolution is paved
with good intention--and ·it's much
harder to make a good political
film than, . for instance. a
motorcycle film.
Angela;
Portrait
of
a
Re\'olutionary, is an hour long film
about Angela Davis-- made just
before her her arrest. We see her,
teaching at UCLA speaking at
rallies, rapping with her friends,
and (my favorite sequence) sitting
quietly at her desk marking her
students papers. The structure of
the film
is essentially nonpolitical. It is, as its title claims,
merely a portrait. But as Angela is
hIghly- articulate revolutionary,
there's quite a lot of political
material to deal with: Marxism,
of the black
the struggle
revolutionary, and Angela's
personal ideology.
In the end
however, we are left primarily
with Angela herself, and the
conviction that this brave,
intelligent, committed woman
th~t America has to

We own New
York" runs a familiar line from an
old Columbia University song. No
idle boast, Columbia owns
$560,000,000 worth of property in
Manhattan, which goes tax-free
every year because of the
University's status as an
educational institution.
Many
people, especially those living on
the
"Pharmacy Site"
on
Morningside Heights who have
been served with eviction notices
by Columbia are wondering why or
really if, the school's status could
not more realistically be termed
"real estate firm".
Originally purchased in 1954
by the Columbia School
of
P"harmacy for the construction of a
new school, the "Pharmacy Site"
refers
to
eight
adjoining
apartments
buildings in good
condition ( of which twohave been
demolished)
When the tenants
were served their first eviction
notices in 1962 many refused to
move, hired a lawyer, and got a
decision in their favor in 1965 when
it was proven that the School of
Pharmacy lacked funds for their
project and had not been able to
get their plans approved for the
construction.
Columbia University then said it
would cover the purchase, bought
the buildings from the school of
Pharmacy, and again the tenants
were threatened with eviction.
Appeals were scheduled and
cancelled throughout lhe 1967-68
. ecause of the massive
which was

this be ideology? Despite a certain
staginess the film was qutie easy
for me to relax to, and highly
exciting. Political? Not very, exc
ept for the emphasis on women as
full-fledged combatants.
Of the four, only Peter Watkin's
Punishment Park is a total failure.
Science fiction of sorts, the film is
set in the near future when radicals
are givent the choice between a jail
sentence and lor a three day
ordeal in Punishment Park! a
stretch of desert where they must
make a 50-mile treck, pursued by
police who tyr to kill them.
For all its good intentions, the
film is pretty lame. Naturally, we
identify with the radicals; nat
uraUy we despise the fascists who
condem them. But it's too much
like cheer the hero, hiss the villian,
and go home feeling lolitical.
Bullshit Watkins, it's not as
simplistic as that. Furthermore, I .
don't like being jerked off, even by
well-meaning liberals.
********-**

Millhouse: A White Comedy is a
stunningly effective political act,
and a marvelously funny movie.
Pieced together by Emile de
Antanio from film clips, news reel
footage, and TV kinescopes,
Millhouse shows Nixon as a lying,
chea ting, red-baiting opportunist.
In other words, as a politician,
The indictment of Nixon is
secondary to the film's real
: to expose the nature of
1971. Aotonio

The Red Detachment of Women is
a .new film (1970) from the Peoples'
Republic of· China, and is, or
rather although it is based on a
filmed ballet, I liked it very much.
The plot need not be summarized
for it merely tells of the victory of
the Red Army. But the dancing is
glorious, particularly that of
Ching-hua, the leading character,
and the ensemble numbers are
great too.
Curiously, the. dancing seems
quite westernized, although many
of the hand movements come from
traditional Chinese opera.' The
,color is grea t-'-glowing redsa.,nd
blues for the Army encampment
and dark, sombre colors for the
landlord's estate. The reds<colors
n()t communists) seem to· glow f
iery bright. Isuspect they were
souped up intheprocessing. Can

Cal. Regents
To .Investigate

Student Lobhy
Educational Policy Committee of
In. additi~n he said . private
the University of CaHforniaBoard donatIOns, which pay for half the
of Regents has ,ord.ered a'n lobby's budget, are us.ed for noninvestigation of whether the political activities
such as
Uniyersity's student governments. research and internship programs.
are
violating federal laws in
Gassaway said the investigation
funding of the' Student Lobby in was only a preclude :to an effort by
Sac.ramento.' " ,
the Regents to halt the use of
Ul1derfederal income tax laws, student fee funds for· the lobby.
dona ions to "partisan politicaL Regental regulators forbid the use
activities" .. renot
tax- of. :student. ~unds for "partisan
deducatable. The General Council polItIcal actIvities.'"
',
for the Hegents. Thomas J.
T~us, a determination by
Cunningham, will ' report on the Cun~1l1gham that~he program is
extent. to which the Sacremento partlsan could Jeopardize the
, StUdent Body is political. and the entire funding of the lobby.
The lobby, which was begun last
amount of money from private
dona tions
used for political year, attempts to act as a voice for
IHirpos('s.
student interests. At present it is
Paul Gassaway, one of the two Iwimal'ily concerned with wi~ning
student lobbyists, said that the pa~sage of funding for facuHypay
lobby is "political but not ra (ses and of environmental
partisan ", comparing it to the protection bills.
I~egent's own lobby in Sacramento.

triggered
by
Columbia's
community relationships policy-the a ttempt to build a gym in
Morningside Park,
Columbia no longer has any
pretense of constructing a school
on the site. Instead, they propose
to renovate apartments to house
the faculty and the staff members,
at city and state expense, and then
use Federal Welfare
funds to
subsidize any low-income tenants
who would live there because of
displacement
from
the
construction and could not afford
the increased rent. Mr. Ronald
Golden, Director of the Housing at
Columbia, said the
buildings
would house Columbia staff, such
as security guards, maintenance
people, secrete rial people, and
clerical workers and some faculty.
The only way a low or middle
income family could live in the
buildings would be to have an
affiliation
with Columbia--a
revised version of the "company
town" and all that follows.
The Municipal Rehabiliation
Loan program ( currently under
investigation for graft) granted
Columbia $657,000 taxfree, for the
reconstruction of 130 Morningside
Drive, of the tax money originally
set aside to improve housing for
poor people. This means that the
IH'opl(' of New York al"(~ paying for
Columbia's project to house its
faculty and l'eceiving nothing in
rdUl'Il; th(' city's tax base is being
('l'oded.
The displaced tenants
would live· in this building at
higher
rents
for
smallt'l'

?
•

apartments, and have been told
that the v would receive aid from the Fed'eral Housing Authority,
but cannot get any guarantee on
the maUer.
As a spokesman for the
Morningside tenants' Committee
put it " Columbia is taking
property, using city and state
money to renovate buildings so
they can charge higher rents, and
building housing for staff, then
promising to use Federal and city
welfare funds to subsidize tenants.
It's no! costing them a cent, and
thev'll be off real est.ae taxes for 30
vecirs. "
. There is a serious housing crisis
in New York City, as all over the
country, yet three-fourths of the
17B units of the "Pharmacy site"
have been vacant for years. On
Morningside Heights there are
over 50{) vacant apartments
controlled by Columbia and other
institulions such as Jewish
Theological
Seminary
and
Barn::lrd
College.
These
insti tutions
harass tenants,
shuffle them back and for.th, and
evict
people, thenhold up their
,
empty property.
Colurnbia is suffering a serious
financial crisis ( they just closed
the School of Theater Arts) as are
other universities all over the U.S.,
yet they withstood a $900,000 loss
over the past six yeur's as landlords
who f'ol'ee people out then allow
np:wtments to lie vacant.

R
To Double'

NEWS -

C.P.S.

urged the crowd . ·t.o shake
lbemHclves out. of complacency in
beli(Wing that the war is ending.
lIe' SHiel that rl:1ore than 2,
700,000 tons of bombs have been
c1l'()pp(,~d on Indo-China and l:~O,OOO
Vietname~;e civilians have been
l11.adc homeless refugees since
NIxon took office. Those figures
nrc higher during Nixon's
udministl'at.ion than .Johnson's, he
'\dded
' Ke~ry, 28, reminded the
mdience , most of whom were
young, that "5 1/2 million young
)eople under 25 refused to vote in
.H68 and Nixon won the election by
,mlya 300,000 vote margin."
He urged the crowd to "get off
our rear ends and use the power we
have through the electoral system
to end the war"
O·
ther speakers
at the
conference were Al Hubbard of
VyAW; Rep. D~nald ,Fraser, ~,Mmn.; Earl Craig, an Instructor In
the, Bla~k Studie~ Program a t the
Umverslty of Mlhnesota and an
unendorsed candidate for U.S.
Sepate in the 1970 primary; ~nd
Mmnesota Lt. Gov. Rudy Perpich.
M,About 60 veterans from
mnesota, Iowa, North. Dakot~,
so. uth Dakota,and WIsconSIn
attended the conference. The .
VV~W has about 20,000 members
natIOnally;

Manka to, Minn. (CPS) -Senator Vance Hartke (D:- Ind.)
c~ai:man of the Senate Veterans
Affairs Committee and the only
U.S. ~enator on the steering
com~.Ittee of the Natinal Peace
CoalItIOn drew a standing ovati9n
Saturday night after he urged a
20 9 students and
crowd of
veterans to delIver the message
~o the ad~mistration that we want
. '.
Out No~ .
t S~eakmg ~t an evemng rally of a
wO day, SIX ~tate reglOnal
f
Wor!d poput.ltion is growing SO~ogn .er~n~h °wf Vietnam Veterans
fasUt will double in less than 30
ams. e ar (VVAW) held at
years says a recent U.S. Census ~ankato State College, HARTKE
Bureau publication,
AID THAT !*,&@¢ GIs and
"Such. growth . poses serious ~~~~t~.ssd n,!mbeNrs. of Vietnamese
l~ smce lxon took office
ob stacles toeveT~increasing
two years ago· ...
numbers of people that must be
'?The real :s
fl'
fed, housed, educated, and be:' Who reall/~~llo d ~2 s~oul,d
employ. ed,"
the.' publicatl'on sons?" artke said e
merlca s
"W 'h ld
:.
ominously intones, in .a. preface.
issue ~ Sth~U str~~~!I~~~trhta~eftfhe
In the forty page report entitled shops" he added
e co ee
. "The Two Child .Family
and ·"When it'
. 1 V'
Population
Growth: .
An dYing, will the o~~r bletname~~
International View," the Census Hartke asked "No ~ over,
Bureau shows that if even at the continue to iight~ith edim':lr
end of the decade all the worlds against _ such carnag gm ~
parents limited themselves to two- colopialism"
"ean
'1'
JOHN K~rr
t···
.
h'ld f
amlles it would be 2070 committee· Je~~~~n~lf.exVeVcAutwIve
.c 1
befor~ the population would stop
,.,.
.
growmg.
However, the reportcohcluded
that there is "little indication"
tha t
the
people
of
the
underdeveloped 'countries
willi
_ limit themselves to two-child
families brfore the year 2000.
Thr report shows that if the
present birth rate continues in
China the present popUlation of 750
by The· Uhicall
million will increase to a whopping
20.9 billion in 100 years.
. Ithi~a, Ny. (CPS)- - Sometime lottery. Besides selling food, this
Meanwhile, India's' population, 9un~g this summer, an article of dorm dedded to raffle off dope as
which has a higher birthrate than 1urmtu~e was stolen from one of . ~ell. Raffle tickets were sold for
The ~lfty cents apiece and the drawing
Chain's will grow from 576,million the Ithica College dorms
to a staggering 25.4 billion in the ~ollege. refqsed to app~opriate Itself was held within the dorm.
First prize was a gram of hashish,
funds for ,the replacement of th
same period.
·All
proceeds (minus whatever the
mu~h
.
used
~rticle
so
the.
dor~
Based on a series' of fertility
hashish was purchased for) went
deCIded to ralse funds.. and bu
rates, the report shows thatthe, new one for themselves
' y a towards the purchase of their piece
1970 U.S. population of 204.3 million
One·.of the best way~ to raise of furniture..
would rise to 420.3 million ithe mor:ey on.a college campus is b
The profit the. dorm made was
selhng ,. thnl,gs or by holding .~ n~t disclosed, nor the name of the
curr.fillL.rate. wer.e to...continue.
W1l1ner of the lottery.

In

30 Years!

t:

Ithaca wllege

,Raffles Off Dope
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B.B. King
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:gets it all together

the Man ....
"Many people can play the
blues, only a few can sing the
blues." This is the way B. B. King

describes his music. The blues is
B. B. King; they've been him for
the last 25 years: They will be for
years to come.
His life has been music since his
Indianola,
childhood days in
Mississippi to various recording
sets in New York, Chicago, and Los
Angeles today.
With his band, and his guitar,
Lucille, (actually Lucille XIV) Mr.
. King has been making people
happy with his music for quite a
.beautiful reason.
When asked what he would like
most to accomplish that night
(Monday, November 8) Mr. Blues
replied, "I wan to make the people
happy. I want people to enjoy
themselves. If they do, then I'll be
satisfied."
He went further in the
discussion about his love of his
audience. "The size of the crowd
doesn't matter that much." he
said, "I can play in front of two
people, and if they dig it, then I'm
happy!"
At the intermission of his
performance, Mr. "King said of the
600 people in the auditorium,
"They're beautiful people. I'm
happy.
And the people were
happy. They had to be the most
enthusiastic and un-apethetic
crowd Bridgewater has seen in
quite some time.
During the interlude B. B. King
looked very relaxed as he did
before showtime. However, his
outward countenance may have
appeared calm but he was very
nervous.
Before the show he
quoted Tony Bennett when Mr.
King said, "It's not that you're
scared; it's that you care."
B. B. King cares so much that in
the last 25 years he has only taken 2
months off for rest. One month in
1956 and another in 1965. Of course
he has a day off every now and then
when he can catch up on living a
different style. He calls Memphis,
Tennessee home; his office is in
New York; and he doesn't. spend
much time in either.
B. B. King is a self-made
musician. In his dressing room he
was reading over scale and chord
charts while listening to recordings

of people who have inspired him in
his playing,
The major influence upon B. B.

King was a guitarist naJ.n.ed Blind
Lemon '. who also influenced· Mr.
King's singing. Others who have
helped to shape Mr. King's mus'ic
are Charlie -Christian, T-Bone
Walker (for his blues touch and
phrasing) and saxophonist Louis
Jordan also noted for his phrasing:
.
On the subject of music . he
said, '.'All music is good.
Sometimes
the kind of music may not appeal to
tis. If any kind of music
was bad then all music would have
to be bad simply because they have
the same· roots, 7 notes and 5
accidentals. There is music, some
better. "
His music also comes from.
playing with goop musicians. His
band consists of trombone, alto and
tenor sax, bass, guitar, piano ad
of course drummer Sonny
Freeman who has been with B. B.
King for the last 14 years.
This group travels with him and
are for the most part recorded on
record with him. "To record an
album" B. B. King explained, "can
take
4-5
hours;
however,'
sometimes it can take up to 2
months, dependin~upon the
personnel one has to work with.
His latest album is on ABG. Dunhill and is called "B. B. King in
London".
Last week he played at Walpole
Prison. He liked to play for them
because they really don't have,
much and it reverts back to his
childhood in Mississippi.
Currently this week he is
appearing at the Sugar Shack in
Boston.
He was very gracious with the .
a, dience whenever he spoke;
played or sang. The people loved
him so much' he .played two
encore's although he was totally .
spent physically but he loved every
note of it as did the people~
When he walked off the stage for
the last time, he sighed out of joy
and happiness. He was loved and
he loved. He played and everyone
stayed.
A look of peac and
contentment came over his face as
he headed for his dressing room. B.
B. 'King had done what he came
happy. He was satisfied.

-and his music

'music belongs to everyone'
{ilm Nov. 17'

.. "The Fox" is a daring and
provoca tive drama, centering on
two young·women. Retreating to
the isolation ofarun-downchicken
farm, theyare fo reed to face the
realities of 1ife~~and their own h
idden emotions--by a fox, which
preys on their chickens, and by a
virile young seaman, who beet>
mes an unexpected guest. The two
women are pI ayed by' Sandy
Dennis and Ann Heywood and .the
m an is played by Keir Dullea.
. The Claridge Pictures release,
"The Fox", rep resents an unusual
amount of satisfaction for pro
ducer Raymond Stross, for he has
been a life-long admirer of D,H.
Lawrence, the noted author of the
novella on which the screenplay ,
by Lewis John Carlino and Howard
Koch, is based. Stross spent 14
months· preparing the project
which was' filmed in color and
widescreen on location in Ca nada.
Directed by Mark RVdell. the

emotiomilly intense drama wlll be
ghown on Wednesday November
17, ]971at 7:30 p. m. in the Student
Union Auditorium. Admission will'
be 501t.
Filming "The Fox," in Canada,
du ring a February and a March,
provided the produc ·tion with a
harshly beautiful and natural
winter se tting which enhances the
drama. The freezing weather,
often dropping to just 20 dgr;ees
below
zero, added unwanted
hardship for cast and crew ,
however. The farm used in "The
Fox" was dis covered by art.
director Charles Baney 'after
weeks of scouting back roads in the
area. The elderly couple who
owned the farm had never been
exposed to the sometimes
incomprehensible undertakings of
a motion picture company. While
they could unde' rstand the
conslruction of new fencing and

new .l:namg . on lOelr house, the
building of a windmill that did not
function, and the removal of trees
from one area to another, including
the planting. of an. oak tree in their
front yard had them shaking the ir
heads in wonderment.
Bailey and his aides also filled
the house with antit]ues and
battered furniture, rearranged the
in side decor and. removed all the
beautiful heirloom s OWl1ed by the
couple. What really ctmfou nded
them, however, occurred during a
period of warm weather which
melted the snowfall. At that time,
artificial snow was trucked in and
flung ab out the farmstead.
The original music for "The
Fox" was compos ed by Lalo
Schifrin,
the
noted
jazz
instrumentalist and composer,
who has done lhe scores of such f
ilms as "The Cincinnati Kid",
"Once a Thief", and "Cool Hand
Luke" .

------.---~--~-----------------------------------------------------
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SWEDEN: A NICE PLACE TO VISIT
BUT...
As of July, 1971 when I left
Sweden, 12 American deserters
and war resistors were known to
be residing in Sweden. The return
to the old world, brought about by
the ever expanding U.S. war in
Indochina, was initiated officially
in 1907 when four men from the
U.S. warship Intrepid deserted
and requested asylum in Sweden.
While Sweden is a known refuge for
Americans sentenced to war, it
has actually absorbed only a
small ( but not insignificant>
number of expatriats.
Nevertheless, Sweden is a place
that is generally considered
sympathetic to American war
objectors. It is known to be one of
the few countries to categorically
accept deserters and resistors as
welcome immigrants and its
national policy opposes the
American role in Southeast Asia.
These plus other factors in the
minds of war objectors, make
Sweden a very attractive prospect.
And yet, in the pericxJ. between
1967 and 1971. 94 Americans
returned "voluntarily" to the U.S.
expecting and receiving in every
case jail, sentences ranging
between one and three years in
either civilian or military prison.
As of June, 1971, five deserters
were reported from Sweden on
charges related to drug sales and
use for which they first had tc
serve a. number of years in a
Swedish jail (some of which,
contrary to general opinion, are
not much b,etter· than· Attica).
Eight
more Americans were
scheduled for deportation in the
months following June, 1971.
Despi te
the .
Swedish
government's reluctant official
position on the war and the
deserters,
the latter are not
generally welcome in Sweden.
Many deserters have had very
poor education in the U_S. Some
have not graduated High School ,
and find life in Sweden for this
reason extremely hard. Rents are
very high and times are extremely
difficult for any deserter without
money in the first four months.
This kind of life is not unlike prison
for someone who has left his family
pnd friends a great distance
behind. Thus, Americans "drop-'
out" for the second time around in
Sweden .. Drug use and sale is a
problem among the deserters who
have not "made it".
Putting aside the stirrings of
Swedish
superpatriots(proportionately few
j·n number) itis true that the crime
rate of Americans in Sweden is
rather high. And while Swedes are
. generally
tolerant
and
sophisticated enough to know that
social ills have social causes, many
of them are at a loss to understand
why Americans come to Sweden in
the first place if they cannot or will
not adjust to the Swedish way 0
life. They distrust disserters who
are often caricatured in the
newspapers as a kind of desperate
criminal element.
Opinion of the Swedes about
Americans in general, are not any
more far-fetched than ours about
them. Perhaps less so. They
regard us a s a violent people,
unruly, undisciplined, with the one
saving grace: boyanvy and
spontaneity( the latter not a forte
of the Swedes). When a story such
us Lhe recent one concerning the
deserter who murdered the baby of
his girl friend makes the headlines
of the largest circulating
newspaper in Sweden--the headline
reading "Deserter-Murderer"naturally all of the prejudices
Swedes have about Americans are
actuallv intensified. Tolerance

recognlzmg problems in areas
such as Sweden. Consequently,
the FNL movement has little to do
with the deserter/ resistor
community though this may
change.
While Sweden may be a good
place for a deserter or a resistor
with education and/or money, for
the others it is as lousy as any
American ghetto. For a black
American, Sweden is generally a
relief from the pervasive racism
in the U.S .. But soon after cultural
orientation it becomes clear that
another kind of racism is apparent
albeit more distant and less
pernicious than the American
variety.
The racism of Sweden is' the
racism of a culturally
and
genetically in-bred people, when
confronted with what appears to
them as "exotic". There is no
racial problem per se, in Sweden;
there are hardly any black people
in the country and a great deal of
them . are involved
in the
diplomatic corps and therefore not
likely to be
subject to
indiscretions. The bigotry that
does exist concerns mainly the
Finns who are the most poor
immigrant laboring class.
A group called the Center is
trying to help.
It is an
organization of the
deserter/resistor
commqnity
mainly in Stockholm, but with
contact throughout Sweden. (Most
r ' in·or.
OC

NO PLACE FOR
DESERTERS
. gives way·· to indignance and the
taxpayer begins to wonder what
his country- is fostering~ (The
deserter who murdered· the baby
was receiving a rather high
welfare benefit)
Some
Swedes
regard
expatriation as a kind of disloyalty
from their subtly nationalistic and
chauvinistic point of view. Very
few young Swedes show these
attitudes, however. But even the
younger Swedes are only
superficially critical of the state~
Sweden is in a rather quiescent
period in which can be heard omly
solidly natioklistic base tones with
the addition of sporadic dissent in
the treble.

This is not to say that the Swedes
are not/are organized in officially
sanctioned organizations
cQmplementary to the state and
have not radically questioned them
vet. (There are certainly many
doubts that might arise about a
socia'list government under which
15 Swedish
families own the
. largest 100 enterprises which

account tor nearly half of the
Swedish national output. Fifty
years ago there were 84 banks in
Sweden- today there are but 16,
five of which account for 84% of the
annual
. turnover.
The
government owns only one
commercial bank which accounts
for a meager 12% of the turnover ..
State enterprise accounts for only
5% of the total.
Government
owned companies, are, in any case,
those either not profitable for
oriva te enterprise or public
utilities such as electric and mail
delivery. ) .
The FNL. an anti-imperialist
movement in Sweden
which
supports the Vietnamese NLF, is
the only sizable semi-organized
left-oriented group in Sweden. The
FNL . manages to get large
numbers out for demonstrations
against U.S. agression in Vietnam
and collects a large amount of
money which goes to the
Vietnamese NLF. but it's
generally idealistic and. utopian
orientation falls short of

0

large group in the Southern city of
Malmo.) Tje Center is trying to
raise the standard of living of
many Americans who live on the
borders of Swedish society. About
one third have acheived some
degree of economic and social
stability and the rest are hovering
somewhere inbetween,'
But perhaps the most serious
problem for the resistor/ deserter
community is the status of their
asylum.
Unlike other political
refugees in Sweden, American
war
objectors
get
only
. 'humanitarian
and not
"political"
asylum.
The
difference is more than semantics.
Political asylum disallows the
possibility of deportation while
humanitarian asylum does not. If
a deserter is convicted ·of a crime
for which the punishment is one
year or more( a punishment easily
given for the use of marijuana, for
example,
he is automatically
deported after he serves the one
vear. This fact causes great
anxiety for tjose
Americans
already living on the margins of
Swedish society.
The other
significant feature of "political"
asylum is that it allows greater
privileges ( in work choice for
example) upon arrival in Sweden.
Working to combat Swedish .
prejudice against deserters/
res i tos. . The Center hopes to
correct such injustices. But it
needs financial suppport and other
contributions( food, clothing, etc.)
For details contact Joseph·
Wolberg, Philosophy Department,
Buffalo State College, 1300
Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo, New
York 14222. Telephone: 862-5135
When I left Sweden and
particularly
the
American
deserters and resistors that I had
met there, I felt somewhat guilty
that I could return to the U.S ..
while perhaps all of the other
Americans tha t I met during those
six months could not.- Some of
htem hope thqt under the new
regeim a more liberal one, or after
a revolution, amnesty would be
granted them so they could return.
I beleive most of them would.
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In Pro Circles
by David Bluestein
B.A.A. To Hang Up Its Track
Shoes: The Boston Athletic
Association track meet, the oldest
indoor track meet in the country,
has been discontinued, due to
rising costs and the decline of the
spectator interest.
Will Claney who has been
president of the B.A.A. and its
director for the past twenty five
years, made the announcement
last Friday. This decision was
between the B.A.A. and the Boston
Garden. The Garden has been
hosting the meet since 1933.
Also affected is the state
interscholastic meet, held
the
afternoon of the B.A.A. meet.
Scholastic authorities have been
notified of the decision, and Weston
W. Adams, Sr., Chairman of the
Board of the Boston Garden, ahs
offered them the board track if
they can find a suitable site.
Adams also said that the Garden
would continue to support the
annual B.A.A. .Marathon , which
has been financed primarily by
receipts from the indoor meet.
In announcing the cancellation,
Claney said that, "The decision
was reached very reluntantly, in
the
face
of
changing
circumstances over which neither
the Garden not the B.A.A. has any
control."
"Indoor track, once the
exclusive province of the Eastern
seaboard, has now moved to the·

Pacific Coast, and most of the
country's best athletes have moved
with it. As a result, travel
expenses for the top athletes has
increased tremendously."
"Labor costs, particularly for
setting up and breathing down the
track have risen sharply. So have
all other collateral expenses
connected with the meet, which is a
one way meet that requires an
inordinate expenditure of labor,"
said the B.A.A. president.
Claney continued, "We had
hoped to keep the meet going until
the school boys had their own
track facility, for which funds were
voted several years ago by the
state legislature.
Mr. Asams
generous offer of the track to
scholastic authorities
will
compensate in the same measure
for the faCt that the state schoolboy
meet must now seek a temporary
locale until a much needed
permanent facility is built."
The meet started as a local
event in the B.A.A. gym from 1880
to 1910, the meet shifted to the old
mechanics building from 1911 to
1921 then to the Boston Arena from
1922 to 1932 and finally to the
Garden in 1933.
The cancellation thus leaves
Boston without a major indoor
track meet since the Knights of
Columbus meet was discontinued a
year ago.

Sports Shorts
Bridgewater, Mass., November:
:r;~~.,;,:e~idgewate~ State College
..... " .. (ootball team will close out its 1971
season on Saturday, November 13.
The Bears travel to Danbury
Conn., to. tangle with Western
Connecticut State College. BSC 2-6
on the year, will be trying to finish
with a win against the Indians, who
will bring the 1-4 record into the
contest.
Bridgewater has victories over
Maine Mari time Academy and
Nichols College.
The Bears
suffered a 28-6 loss at Grove City,
Pa., College last Saturday.BSC
quarterback
Vince
Hickey
completed 15 of 31 passes for 153
yards in that contest.
The passing yardage pushed
Hickey over the 1000 yard mark for
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It's Hockey Time
Again
The B.S.C. Hockey Team opens
its second varsity season on this
Tuesday, November 16, at Mass.
Maritime Academy.
The
prospects for the Bears this season
appear to be qutie bright. The
twenty-six man squad has ten
returning lettermen and has been
bolstered by a host of talented
newcomers. Especially impressive
so far has been the play of the
Lawrence - McMenman -'Radigan
line, which should be the main
punch in the Bears' offense.
Lawrence and Radigan are service
veterans, while McMenman, a
freshman, lead the Middlesex
League in scoring when in high
school. But, this is not to discount
the fine potential of the veteran
line of Norman - McCarthy Celani. Norman was the second
leading scorer last year;
McCarthy, an assistant captain, is
exceptional in the corners; and
Celani is a fine ska ter. The
checking line will probably consist
of three smooth-skating freshmen:
Jim McKeon, Rick Bodio, and Tom
St. Thomas. However, Coach
Frank Roberts was quick to note
that a number of skaters including
Mike Bartlett, Sam Funk, Rick
Foley, Steve Banks, Lou Maggio
could break into any of the three
lines at any time. The Bears'

defense as of now is a question
mark as to what the pairings or
starting duos will be. Freshman
combo Ken Ottariano and Scott
Smith have played well together
and are pressing veterans Dan
Cobb, John Duffy, Mike Dunphy,
and Joe Dotolo as well as
newcomer Pete Pasciucco for the
starting berths. In the goaL the
Bears will have the 1 - 2 pair from
last year returning in the
personage of senior captain Paul
Naper and flasky sophomore Stan
Bonham. The net core has also
been bolstered by the addition of
Paul McCarthy from Wakefield.
The goaltending starting job will
probably be between Naper and
Bonham, with McCarthy pressing
. the duo hard when he gets a bit
more experience.
Perhaps the greatest strength of
the Bears this year is tha t for the
first time the squad possesses
depth. Coach Roberts, is pleased to
be faced with the dilemma of
choosing which of his good skaters
he is going to start, rather than (as
in the past) choosing which one of
his poor skaters he was going to
start.
The twenty - six men
composing the team are solid
hockey players, all having a good
hockey background. It is this team
depth which gives Coach Roberts a

very optimistic attitude toward the
upcoming season. The Coach feels
that the club's added overall team
strength has increased to the
extent that the Bears should be
able to cope with tge energetic
schedule it is challenging in the
upcoming campaign. The Bears
are pointing in particular to the
fourth game of the season against
Salem State, a perennial Division
II powerhouse, which should prove
to be· a good barometer as to how
far B.S.C. Hockey has come and
how far it has to go.
This Tuesday, the Bears open
the 1971 - 1972 varsity hockey
season. in Falmouth. The team is
looking confidently to start off on
the right foot in attempting to
better last year's respectable
record of 8 wins, 9 losses, and one
tie. B.S.C. contested the Mariners
twice in its first varsity campaign,
besting them 6 - 2 in the first
encounter at Brockton, while tying
4 - 4 on the road. It is hoped that as
many B.S.C. students as possible
will go to the game and give the
squad some support. The Bears
first home game will be on
Thursday, November 24, at the
Asiaf Rink behind Brockton High
School.

Water Polo Team Triumphs

Bridgewater State's Water Polo goals, the Bears slowly caught up.
lS-lO. Under the able coachi
the season.
The junior signal Club won a thri lling, come from Agressive play by the defense, Bill game
ng of Joe Yeskewi.cz the Bears won
caller from Boston, established a behind victory last Thursday ag Thompson, A rt O'Neil and Barry their first wat er polo game wilh
new Bridgewater record for yards ainst the Babson College Team. Parenteau, prevented the Babson final.·.score r ·1'2"9 ,:: ·There:-evlfS·". . :r;,·":""'-~'~
gained passing in one season.
Things starte~ out poorly for the team from scoring. Seven goals by large, enthusiastic crowd on hand.
Hickey's total of 1Q59 yards 'Bears as . the 'score was 6-0 at the the Bears in the fourth quarter by
shattered his own mark of 992 endofthefirstperiod,and6-1 at the Morell, Crotty, Pelati, Walker, However, there was a forfeiture of
the game with BSC winning 1 -0,
,yards set in 1969.
half. T he second half was all and Johnston quickly smothered because of a fight in which the
The Bridgewaters State College Bridgewater's, however.
the Babson team.
Babson team ben ch entered the
Womens' field hockey team
Led by the play of sophomore
Bridgewater had lost to the water illegally.
finished a successful season la'st Bruce Morell,· w ho scored four Babson College team in an earlier
weekend in 'the Massachusetts
State College tournament at
Fitchburg State. Friday, the girls
topped North Adams State 7-0.
. Ka thy Burt registered her fourth
shutout of the season. Saturday,
the Bridgewater women dropped.
their first and only game of the
season, bowing to Worster State 1O. The field hockey team finished
with an impressive 8-1-1 record. "Get High on Sports, Not Drugs" scores of top athletes from all over the world popping pills and taking
is presently sponsoring a
Nothing could 'be 'iurther from . injections. It was a dilemma: "I
nationwide anti-drug campaign
the truth. Coaches, have not, of didn't take them to get ahead of
under the motto "Get High on course, been turning athletes on to everyone," he says. "Itook them
Sports-Not Drugs". They. have pot or maintaining them with, just to stay even."
sent teams of muscular athletes heroin. But they have been feeding
Nor was Toomey the only
McSherry touchdown made the· and\crewcut coaches around to them
anabolic
steroids, member of the U.S.Olympic track
game interesting.
visit' playgrounds, Rotary Clubs, amphetamines, muscle relaxers, and field team using drUgs.
Intramural basketball will
and col,eges all tranquU~zers,
and almost any According to Dr.
Waddell, a
high schools,
begin the week after Thanksgiving aro~nd the country to sound the other kind of drug beleived to aid practiCing physician as well as an
Information will be posted drum about the evil of drugs.
the athletic performance. .
active decathlon performer who
The evfdence suggests that men
Evne an athlete like Bill placed sixth in Mexico City, over
regarding this sport.
to one third of the U.S. team was
like Walter Byers,
Executive Toomey recently admitted
Director. of tile NCAA, are worried using drugs to aid his performance using anabolic steroids ( whose
rar more
about pot smoking in winning the gold medal in the side effects as yet are unknown buE
. hippies than about drug abuse in decathlon· at the Mexico· City potentially dangerous) during,the
the college athletics and indeed Olympics.
Toomey, who comes Pre-Olympic high altitude training
are at nearly all levels of athletic across as Mr. Clean on CBS
at South Lake Tahoe in 1968. Most
competition in our society today. . telecasts of AAU track meets, of the athletes were taking this
spending time and claims that he swore off drugs male hormone drug orally to'
They are
money telling American parents before the 1968 Olympics, but then increase size and power, but some
The victory gave the team a 1-5 that, is they could just get Johnny reluctantly returned to them when were using their own hypodermic
to cut his hair and turn out for the he arrived in Mexico City intent on syringes . and' were giving
record for the year. This years school's
football team, he would be winning the gold medal and saw themselves injections.
squad was composed mostly of
freshmen; so with the same in safe hands.
determinationa and hard work
SYLVANIA STEREO CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER! PLAYER - RECEIVER
noxt year, the team should be
much improved.
'i' ('abhll't of Walnut \'('11('("1'. plastic sl'paratt· l'n{'\osurt's
and aluminum trim
* .UT locks in Fi\I :.;tutiolls for <I' lndudt·s h\'o mil'l'ophont's with
stands. tOIH' control, 51£'reo
'" Buill-in :\I\'1/Fl\1/Fl\J stpl't'o
statit'-fn'(' list('lling
* SU)H'I'h stl'l'('O sound f"olll two .\" '" S('pal'atl' \"('(,Ol'<i h'vel llH'lrl' ror ht·adphol1('jack. difital. tape

Get High On Sports,
Not Drugs

Intramural Football
.Sparked by a 55 yard run of an
intercepted pitch-out by Tom
Govani, an inspired Chiefs team
defeated the Vikings 14-7 in
Sundays title game. Ron Daley
added another score that proved io
be the clincher because a late John

Harriers end on
a good note'
For. the BSC Cross Country
Team, it's been a short, yet
frustrating season. However, all
the hard work payed off
handsomely last Saturday as the
Harriers earned a tough 28-27
victory over Suffolk, and ended the
season ith their first victory.

l~Qking

for A Car

NEW-USED

slIspPllsion

slH'ak('l's

ill p,l(:h stpl't·o ehullIw\

('ounH'I", blank ('ass{'U{' l'artridg('

ONL):T $169.95

I'm your CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE for
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Call me at 577 - 2200 or leave
me a note at the COMMENT Office
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Bear!i: fall In
Grove City, Pa.- A young rookie
and a seasoned veteran got
together last Saturday afternoon
and combined their talents to pace
the Wolverines of Grove City
College
to a 28-6 win ove~
Bridgewater State.
Freshman
quarterback John Day came off
the bench in the second quarter to
guide his team to four touchdowns
as senior fullback Chuck Gaetano
rushed for 140 yards.
Although
the Wolverines
produced the individual stars for
the afternoon, the Bridgewater
eleven made it a more evenly
matched contest than the final
score indicated. The Bears rolled
up 270 yards, only 32 less than
Grove City's 302, and picked up 16
first downs to Grove City's 17.
Bridgewater actually had the ball
more than Grove City did. The
only statistic that the home eleven
dominated was the important one,
points scored, and the Bears went
down to their sixth defeat n eight
outings. After a scoreless first
period, which saw the Bear's
defense tighte n up and stop the
Wolverines inside the five twice,
Grove City struck for two TD's in
the second session. Day entered
the game early the quarter and
guided the Grovers to their first
score.
Halfback George Abel
scampered 11 yards, to put the
home team out in front 6-0. -Day's
pass for the extras was incomplete.
Midway through the period
Grove City marched 62. yards in
their second tally.
Gaetano
rambled 21 yards for the score.
Day added the two point
conversion _ on a quarterback
sweep. '",' "
,
.".
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Grove City

in

Bridgewate~. _w~l5:\lnab\e

to',·

generate ario(femiv.ethrustin ~_
first half,SSC qQarterback Vince'
Hickey completed· only." 2 of 7
': passes for 33 yards and the,BearS
. ground attack c.ould-·produce only
4G yards in 23 rushiDg attempts.

The second halfsaw Grove City
rally for two more markers while
the Bears drove for their only
touchdown in the closing seconds of
the 'game.
_Midway through the third
quarter Abel scored his second
touchdown of the afternoon. Tbe
-Groversgotthe ball at-tbeirown;;~,;;~""
following a Bridge.water punt. On ' .
·t~e first play from the scrimmage
Abel,catljingon a straight ahead
drive, stayed on his feet and raced

Hickey·
Sets

68 yards sown the left sideline to

paydirt. Ed Pittman's extra point
kick upped ·th
Wolverines
advantage to 21-0.
Day topped off a fine ai'ternoon
y seating the final Grove City
marker. The lanky freshman.
rambled)1 yards in the fourth

pushed the junior passer over the
thousand yard mark for the season
and established a new BSe record
for yards gained passing in the
season. The junior from Reildville,
Mass., has now passed, for 1059
yards in seven games. The record .
surpasses Hickey's own previo~s

point made it 28-0. and closed out
the home scoring.
Bridgewater,' battling to avert
the shutout, began their touchdown
drive with less than two minutes
left on the scoreboard clock.
Moving primarily on the passing
of VinceHickey~ and with the aid of
a pass interference call against the
Grovers
he Bears marched 62
yards in ~ even plays.
Hickey
scored from' 1 yard out on a
quarterback sneak with 28 seconds
remaining in the contest.
Hickey completed 15 of 31
passes for 153 yards. The total.

BSC split end Larry Norton had
the best day of his short career,
grabbing 5 passes or 74 yards and 5
firSt ,downs.
Flanker Richard
Roath 'added to his . BridgeWater
State seasonal pass receiving
record with four receptions. Roath
has. now caught 38 passes on the
year.
Bridgewater State closes its 1971
season this Saturday at Danbury,
Conn.,
when the Bears' face
Western Conn. State College. The
Bears will be trying to- end the
year with a victory over the
Indians, who are 1-4 on the season.

_II

B.S.C.

Grid
Mark

Vin Hickey

Ralph Costello's

\,o\i~"
~

CANTEEN
SpecioNzing In

** Italian
Foorl
from the Pit
.*Steaks
Shishkebab ";it,h
with Rice Pila r

'136 BfWAO ST:. n~IlX;E\~ATEH

Bridgewater- Bridgewater State
quarterback,
Saturday,
established a new BSC record for
most yards gained passing in one
season. The junior signal caller
from Readville, Mass., passed for
153 yards Saturday in a 28-6 loss to
Grove City College at Grove City,
Pa. The yardage gave Hickey a
season total of 1059
yards,
breaking his own mark of 992 set as .
a freshman in 1969. Hickey's
favorite target this year, as last
year, has been flanker Rich Roath.
Roath has accounted for 653 yards
receiving and earlier this season
. established records in
passes
caught in one season and yardage
gained in receiving.

...----_..._-- -----.-_.... - --.

.

COLLEGE TO'W'N
CLEANERS

1- Day

Service

OPEN 8:00 - 6:30

278 Broad St. 697-.4632
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Thursday Nov.11 thru Saturday Nov.13
Abington Plymouth Weymouth S. Weymouth Brockton Bridgewater Middleborough

_E

I
,II

$1.00 off your 'ga~~lin9' purchase at
our regular low low price
'
minimum $4.00 purchase '
,'Buy $4.00-Pay only $3.00
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.Free
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FREE Balloons & Lolhpops . '
Clowns to entertain you.
...... .
. AbingtonTulsa
,'
164 North Ave. {Jct. of Rt58 &139)
S. Weymouth Tulsa'
1455 MainSt,(Rt,18)
'

:'

'

Weymouth Tulsa
917 Broad St.-{Jackson Square) .
Middleborough Tulsa
1Station St.
Bri.dgewater Tulsa '
32 Main St. (near Jct.of Rt.18 & 28)
Brockton Tulsa
~ .
Crescent & Quincy St. (Rt. 27)
Plymouth Tulsa
.
Water St. (near Plymouth Rock)

"

: Tulsa Regular-guaranteed

,,94+octane

Tulsa 'Premium-guaranteed

100+octane
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BB King gets it all together page7

Bookstore report released page 3

State colleges seek new educational roles

T~wn to decide on student voters page 1
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story page 1

B.S. C. Student Union
. impresses A. C. U.I.
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